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GUN FEATURE COMPARISON

 Features Pro Grip

Rugged housing 3 3

Reversible seat and replaceable ball* - 3

Spring assembly isolated from fluid path* - 3

Improved shut-off 3 3

Extra light trigger - 3

Exchangeable grip in different sizes^ - 3

Built in wrench for easy filter access 3 3

Filter in handle 3 3

Improved swivel joint 3 3 

One finger slide lock 3 3

Weight 600g 665g

with a contoured palm 
support that enhances 
comfort and decreases 
fatigue

Ergonomically designed, 
customisable grip30% lighter trigger 

pull for less fatigue. 
Comes with both 
4-finger & 2-finger 
triggers.

Ultra light 
trigger

hang the gun almost 
anywhere during work 
interruptions

Ladder & 
chair hooks
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^ Other sizes sold separately

Trigger guard with  built-in 

filter wrench makes filter 

changes quick and easy.

BUILT-IN WRENCH

 Description Part No.

Vector Pro, incl. 517 TradeTip 3, tip base and 4-finger trigger 0538046

Vector Pro, incl. 517 TradeTip 3, tip base and 2-finger trigger 0538047

Vector Grip, incl. 517 TradeTip 3, tip base with 4 & 2-finger triggers 0538048

All Vector Guns come standard with G-thread 7/8”

Vector Grip - small handle grip 0538228

Vector Grip - medium handle grip 0538229

Vector Grip - large handle grip 0538230

2-finger trigger 0538224

4-finger trigger 0538222

EXTRA LONG LIFE

Spring assembly is isolated from the fluid 

path, increasing flow and reducing wear. 

Get two times the life by simply reversing 

the seat and changing the ball.*

rounded handle 
with easier to 
clean grooves

Easy to clean
gun sits comfortably 
in the hand

Ergonomic 
hand rest

helps remove 
and replace 
gun filters fast

Built-in 
filter wrench

rotates easily for better 
manoeuvrability

New swivel design

One touch trigger lock

easier to reach and 
operate

One touch trigger lock

stop and resume work again 
with the press of a finger

More durable

anodised gun head 
design

INTERCHANGEABLE GRIPS

A perfect fit for every hand: 

Exchangeable ergonomic grips are 

available in three sizes. Guns sold 

with medium size as standard.^
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helps remove and 
replace gun filters fast

Built-in 
filter wrench

rotates easily for better 
manoeuvrability

New swivel design


